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The present paper describes the development and testing of a computer programme for the performance
prediction of low power arcjets. The current version provides the radial temperature, enthalpy, velocity,
and density distribution and other characteristics of a Hydrogen propellant along the axis of the constrictor
considering the effects of viscosity, radial thermal conduction, radiation losses, and radial convection. The
mathematical model and the results of numerical studies are presented in this paper.

Introduction

A 1 kW arcjet is currently being tested at CENTRO- Thegoverningequationsareresolvedineverypointofan
SPAZIO, Pisa, Italy, under the ESA/ASTP 3 Programme in equidistant, axialsymmetric mesh applying a finite difference

order to demonstrate the feasibility and advantageous per- cheme.

formances of such thrusters for future space applications. For a series of sample cases the program has been run and

Therefore research on theory and performance calcula- the results have been plotted and discussed. The input data for
these calculations refers to the results obtained from the

tion of this type of thrusters is being carried out at CENTRO- e e aculons o reult ta d rom e

SPAZIO to develop a tool for the design of future arcjet previousone-dimensionalmodelliterature,andexperimental
enginesoperation of the CENTROSPAZIO IkW arcjet.

engines.

A computercode for the calculation of the gas flow in the Fundamental equations

constrictor of a low power arcjet has been developed. After a W w c a h
We will consider a hydrodynamic model of continuousone-dimensional model [(1], this two- dimensional approach

is the seconone to be used at CENTROSPAZIO; this new plasma according to [12,16]; furthermore, we will impose that
iselectromagnetic fields will not change the behaviour of theone is based on the results of the first, but operating more like electromagnetic fields will not change the behaviou of the

a conventional gasdynamic code. fluid, giving an almost fluid-dynamic description of the flow.
a conventional gasdynamic code.

We will assume the non-relativistic (quasi-steady) mo-The primary objective has been to understand the prin-
ciples of arcjet analysis and performance prediction made
with a two-dimensional model. Therefore some simplifica- 2
tions have been made to calculate the characteristics of the gas <<
flow. C
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and the electric neutrality. The equations are given for a E andj can be eliminated using Ohm's law, which results
cartesian reference frame. in the induction equation

2B
aB - rot(v A B)+ Ti V BElectromagnetic equations 3t

In iks-Units we can write the Maxwell equations

rotH=j Plasma Equations
aErot B=j + g( The behaviour of the magnetic field described in the

aB induction equation is coupled to that of the plasma by the
rotE=- velocity.

di * The plasma motion is in turn governed by the equations
div E of continuity, motion, and energy.

having used the constitutive relations Mass flow continuity

H B D=EE DP+ pdivv=0
-1 Dt

in order to eliminate the magnetic field H and the electric Applying the eulerian derivative yields

displacement D.

If o is a characteristic frequence of the plasma, we assume aP+ div(pv)=0
that

-<< 1
a Equation of motion

Under the above mentioned condition of electric neutral-
which leads to assert that ity and neglecting gravitational forces, the equation of motion

may be written as
divj=0

Dv
p-D =-gradp + jB+Fv

Dt

Ohm's law p +vdiv(v)) = -gradp +jAB+pv V +grad(divv)
a t 3 J

A plasma moving at non-relativistic speed in the presence
of a magnetic field is subject to an induced electric field in
addition to the electrostatic field, so that Ohm's law will be For incompressible flow (div v = 0), we can write:

j =(E+vA B) pV a+pvdiv(v) -gradp +JAB+pvVv

Induction equation

From the Maxwell equation
Energy equation

rotB= j + 1E The energy equation can be written as
2 atc

pTD -- L
where B is subject to the condition Tt

div B = 0 where L is the so-called "energy loss function" and is the
net effect of all the sinks and sources of energy in the plasma.

2
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This equation can be written in many ways introducing Introducing h, defined as
the internal energy:

h= YP
pDe - De= -L (y- )p '

Dt p Dt

enthalpy per unit mass, we can write
and assuming that e = cT yields

V2
ph =_ L  +I + div h + v =
Dh D -L t 2 1[ 2

Dt D -(-J l+ Ej -div(pv) + vF

where h is the enthalpy per unit mass.

We can express the energy loss function as the sum of the uation of ate

following terms: The evaluation of density as a function of pressure and
temperature is made with a theoretical estimation of a real gas.

2

L = divq+P, -
(T

We assume the heat flux vector as:

q = -kgradT

where k is the thermal conduction; since the axial heat conduc-
tion is negligible compared to the heat transport by the axial
flow, only the radial conduction term appears in theenergy
equation.

Furthermore, the scalar product of v with the equation of
motion gives:

D(v/)
p -vgradp+v jAB+vF,

which is the "mechanical energy equation".
Joining the above equations with the energy equation

pDe pdivv = -L
Dt

where

e=
(y- l)p

we can write, using the equation of mass continuity:

-(pe+pV) + div pe+pv2 v] =

( F-/ + Ej-div (p v)+vF

3
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Simplification of the fundamental equations in a Considering the components of the vector of the above
cylindric reference scheme equations, which are not equal zero:

In order to make the basic equations easier for our
purposes we will express them in a cylindric reference frame v +av - ajl ajr il zrav

pv + + + p - rL ](see fig. 1) r ar az ar r 7 ari az alz

Spu v + u = _ap + , raul+ ra
r Ir T(r al az\ r ar an z\ az az]

6

SIn the second equation the second term of the viscous
z force and the derivative of v over r can be neglected, because

v is small compared to u:

puV + u = ap + a r( u
Fig. 1 Reference coordinate system pu + u +pa r r a

As we will consider an axisymmetric flow, the problem
becomes independent from the 0 variable. Assuming that the radial pressure gradient is negligible

compared to static and dynamic pressure force, this is the only
equation that will be solved of those coming from the vectorial

Continuity equation equation of motion.

For a stationary flow, we get for a finite volume element: Energy euation

div(pv) = 0
div (p hv) = -div q - P, +Ej

Applying the divergence theorem yields

for a stationary flow, div (pv) = 0, follows

f div(pv) dV = f pv ndA = m
div(p hv) = pv gradh

If A is a surface normal to the z axis, we can write

We will assume that the electric potential is constant on
2nf purdr = m planes perpendicular to the z-axis. Furthermore, we will

consider the heat conduction as radial only, because the axial
temperature gradient is small compared to the radial one. This

Momentum equation yelds:

pD =-gradp + jB+ v +-graddiv v div(ph v) = pv grad h,= pv a-+pu-
Dt 3 ar 3z

In a stationary and laminar flow we have Introducing the conduction potential d(p = KdT, we can
write

2
pvdivv =-gradp +jAB+IV v h2 2

pv + pu h _ + 1 + L - P,
According to literature 113], for low power arcjets with ar 3 z / dA 2 r ar ar 2

characteristic dimensions above a certain limit, the Lorentz J
force term can be neglected:

JAB=O

Thus we will have to solve the momentum equation in the
following form:

2
pvdivv =-gradp + pV v

4
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Numerical Model flow pu over the radial area yields the total mass flow, integra-
tion of a yields the electrical conductance. From the conduc-

In addition to the the above simplifications the following tance and the total current the voltage gradient is evaluated.
assumptions have been made:

Proceeding to station 2 first the enthalpy is calculated

- the electric discharge is stationary from the energy equation considering energy input from the

- reabsorption of emitted radiation from the gas is arc and heat losses by radiation and radial heat conduction. A

negligible pressure dropdp between station I and 2 is estimated from the

- the gas is in local thermal equilibrium, momentum equation at the wall:

Thus the set of equations to be resolved follows by dp = - pu Au + Az V2 u] n,

2 2

pu h- = al + AS + P _ p With the new values of enthalpy and pressure the density

az (of (dA) rar ar 2  is evaluated from the gas tables and the velocity is calculated
from the momentum equation taking into account viscous
losses.

pau u+ va - B+ a-i
pu z + z r r \ 9 r Subsequently the total mass flow rate is calculated. If the

obtained value agrees with the input value of the mass flow
rate within the desired accuracy, the remaining gas properties

m = 2n pur dr will be evaluated and the programme will proceed to the next
Jo axial station employing the same procedure as before. Other-

wise the estimated pressure drop will be changed and the cal-

Theywillbesolvedusing a finitedifferenccschemeinan culation of density, velocity, and mass flow rate will be

equidistant radial mesh at each axial section, proceeding step repeated until the proper flow rate will have been achieved.

by step along the axis of the arcjet nozzle (see fig. 2). In case this process exceeds a specified number of ite

tions without producing the desired flow rate, then the calcu-
\\\\\\ \\\ lations have become unstable and the procedure will be
J = fE HPstopped.

SNME Wal In order to immediately detect an aerodynamic choking of
the gas flow the Mach number is checked at each point of the
mesh. If the flow has become choked, it has to be determined
whether the exit of the constrictor has been reached or not by
comparing the current axial distance from the constrictor inlet
with its length which is input to the programme.

ar In case of choking at the exit the calculations are stopped.
If choking occurs before reaching the end of the constrictor,

Fig. 2 Radial mesh as cross-section of the constrictor the initial pressure is augmented by a previously chosen
percentage, which makes part of the input data.

At the first axial station the following characteristics are
required as input data: Since ithas been found that the axial step size dz is crucial

for the stability of the calculations, the stability criterion used
- radial distribution of the temperature/nthalpy
- radial distribution of the velocity by Watson and Pegot [7

- the enthalpy of the gas at the constrictor wall, i.e. the
enthalpy at wall temperature dz < u

- the gas pressure dr 2
- the total arc current
- the mass flow rate. is applied to every pointof the radial mesh. This formula,

however, gives a very small dz; the resulting value is multi-
With the input values of temperature and pressure the plied by a factor up to 50 and the stability will be checked

- thermal conductivity potential p afterwards.
- electrical conductivity a
- radiance r,
- viscosity g
- density p

are evaluated from the gas tables. Integration of the local mass

5
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Sample Cases Gas Tables

Five possible configurations for the operation of a IkW The physical properties of the propellant, which in our
power arcjet have been chosen as sample cases in order to test case is Hydrogen, have been extracted from several sources
the numerical model (see tab. 1). Two constrictor geometries [1-6] containing experimental and calculated data. With these
with varying mass flow rates have been investigated to simu- values the tables providing enthalpy,density, thermal conduc-
late various working conditions. Thus also the initial pressure tivity, radiance, electrical conductivity, and viscosity in func-
and the profiles of velocity and temperature as well as the arc tion of temperature and pressure have been composed (see.fig.
current will change for every case. 3-8).

Starting Conditions Results and Discussion

For the first geometry three mass flow rates are chosen The results obtained by the numerical calculations are
from the experimental results obtained with the CENTRO- presented below. They coincide with the values shown in lit-
SPAZIO IkW Power Arcjet 11 ]. For the second set a geome- erature for similar configurations.
try with two different flow rates tested at NASA LeRC [15] has
been used. The input values for the current are taken from the The pressure and the voltage gradient rise, of course, with
same sources corresponding to the operated mass flow. increasing mass flow rate and show the typical decreasing

tendency along the constrictor axis (see fig. 4-5). An initial flat
The radial distribution of the velocity is assumed to velocity profile will be changed due to acceleration towards

follow a Poiseuille law according to the assumption of a the exit to a parabola with its peak at the centre of the flow
laminar flow and its absolute value depends on the density dis- whereas the region of cold flow is represented by a nearly
tribution due to the temperature profile and the pressure, constant line leading to the boundary layer with zero velocity

at the wall (see fig. 6b-10b).
The temperature profile at the first axial station has to at the wall (see fig. 6b-b).

fulfill several constraints. First it has to represent a typical The temperature distribution, however (see fig. 6c-10c)
distribution within an arcjet nozzle, i.e. a high temperature at remains nearly constant caused by the energy input from the
the centre, where the electric discharge takes place, and a arc. Correspondingly the Mach number which has its initial
region of cooler gas surrounding the arc column. Second the maximum value at a radius of about 60% from the centre
temperature of the wall which may be different from the cold increases first in the hot arc region producing a broad zone of
gas has to be taken into account. At last we have to consider Ma near 1.0 at the constrictor exit (see fig. 6a-10a).
that, according to literature[14], a big portion of the energy
input takes place in the cathode gap and thus is already present The mass flux pu shows the typical distribution with a
in form of elevated temperature and enthalpy. In our case (see maximum in the cold region which moves towards the wall
fig. 6c-10c) the hot core region is represented by a parabola, due to radial convection as proceeding along the axis. In the
which will be connected by another parabola to the cold gas hot core region the mass flux remains at a low level because of
region with constant temperature. A third parabola meets the the high temperature causing low density (see fig. 11).
difference between cold gas and wall temperature. Since the
temperature of the wall is not known "a priori", we will assume During the testruns of the calculating programme it has
that it varies linearly between two extremes from theconstric- been found that the effect of the starting conditions on the
tor inlet to the exit. results is severe. So the initial values of temperature, velocity,

arc current, and mass flow rate have to be chosen very

Constrictor Mass flow Current Cold gas layer Hot gas max Hot core region Wall temperature
diametr (mm ) rate (Kg/s) (A) temperature (K) temperature (K (% diameter) (K)

1 5 1 44E-05 10 0 700 12000 680 1800

1 5 I 73E-05 100 700 13000 650 1800

1 5 202E-05 100 700 14000 600 1800

0 76 1 12E-05 9 9 900 13000 650 1800

S76 1 61E-05 9 900 15000 600 1800

Tab. 1 Starting configurations carefully.
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W = 11.2 mg/s W = 16.1 mg/s

Mach number

Axial velocity

Temperature

Fig. 12 3D-representation of flow characteristics for
d = 0.76 mm
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Mach number

Axial velocity

Temperature

Fig. 13 3D-reprcsenlation of fow characteristics for Fig. 14 3D-reprcscntation of flow characteristics for
d = 1.5 mm, W = 14.4 mg/s d = 1.5 mm, W= 17.3 mg/s
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Mach number W = 14.4 mg/s

Axial velocity W = 17.3 mg/s

Temperature W = 20.2 mg/s

Fig. 15 3D-representation of flow characteristics for Fig. 16 3D-representation of mass flux for d = 1.5 mm
d = 1.5 mm, W = 20.2 m/s
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